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I grew up in the small fishing town of Cordova, Alaska, where my father worked as a 

commercial fisherman by summer and teacher by winter, and my mother was a 

bookkeeper.  Those are my roots, grounded in nature, simplicity, and community.  Money was 

often tight, and friends and neighbors always helped each other.  When I was twelve, we moved 

to the "lower 48" to be near family in Michigan, eventually settling in Midland, Michigan.  It 

was there, in high school, where my Advanced Biology teacher started my course down the path 

of medicine with his enthusiasm for human physiology.  That was when I knew I could find the 

intellectual satisfaction from a career in medicine.  I went on to attend the University of 

Michigan for undergraduate, where I majored in biology with premed as the plan.  It was both a 

magical time, exploring the richness of a liberal arts education, and an unsettling time, 

navigating an educational path without close mentors.  There were no doctors in my family.  I 

was scared of what it meant to commit to such a long educational road and what sacrifices it 

would demand.  I found mentorship through my peers and through connections made as a work-

study student in a lab and a medical clinic, often asking people about their experiences and their 

advice.  After admission to medical school at the University of Michigan, my experience was 

saturated in rigorous academics and complex tertiary care.  I left the large campus for my 

hometown of Midland to work with a committed and enthusiastic family doctor, Dr. Robert 

Lachance, who was also the residency director there.  In family medicine, I found both a 

kindness and an expectation of excellence.  Later, I traveled to Alaska for a month long rotation 

in Nome, where the doctors serve a network of area native villages by daily radio 

communications with a health worker that does medical triage with a book and few weeks of 

training.  When necessary, patients were evaluated by a mobile medical team flown out to the 

village, or were transported back to Nome for more involved care.  I spent a week working in 

one of these remote villages, where we diagnosed and evacuated a native with acute botulism 

poisoning to Anchorage.  That was when I realized that all pathology comes out of 

communities.  And these findings are usually diagnosed by a primary care physician.  The 

physicians in Nome were remarkable with their skill, commitment, and knowledge.  I knew then 

that family doctors are exceptional, and that I needn't heed the warnings from my medical school 

faculty about wasting myself in primary care.  I returned with a newfound vision for what my 

career would hold. 

 

I graduated from the University of Michigan Medical School in 1998, trained in Family 

Medicine at the University of Utah, and completed a two-year academic development fellowship 

in 2003, earning a Masters of Public Health from the University of Utah.  I became residency 

program director at the University of Utah Family Medicine Residency Program in 2005 at the 

age of 32.  It has been a great challenge and great fun growing professionally in this role, and I 

cannot think of more rewarding work than training new family doctors.  The relationship we 

have with our patients as family doctors is in itself healing, empowering and sacred.  I practice 

full-spectrum family medicine, and just love providing maternity care, and delivering and caring 

for babies and their new parents.  I enjoy live music, cooking with my husband, mountain biking, 

alpine and Nordic skiing, yoga, and learning tennis.  I have two young children, ages 4 and 7, 

who bring delight to my every day.  The issue of balance is such a relevant one, because burnout 



is too common.  I know what that feels like, and I know how it happens.  I've learned to invest 

every day in my personal life, and to live congruent with my values.  What this means to me is 

exercise, real food, living simply, and practicing acceptance, forgiveness (including self-

forgiveness), and most of all, gratitude. 


